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From the President

by Scott Richardson, M.S., L.Ac.
I hope that everyone had a safe holiday filled with friends and loved ones. As we
start 2014, we have some great things happening for our profession! There is a
little nervous apprehension about how the Affordable Care Act is going to affect
our profession and healthcare in this country. I am actually excited about how
much our profession can thrive in an environment where there are incentives
for patient satisfaction for reduced hospital visits. There are numerous studies
that show the effectiveness of acupuncture and TCM lowering medical costs and
helping people reduce medication usage. As we expand awareness in the medical field of how we provide a valuable service that patients are asking for, the demand for qualified practitioners is
just going to grow. I invite you all to our annual conference to learn more about the changes that are coming, and
how we are perfectly positioned to be an essential part of where healthcare is going.
I feel very lucky to be working with a great group of practitioners on the board that are doing all they can for our
profession. We have some really cool things coming up this year. One of our main areas of focus is educating the
public and other healthcare professionals about what we do and our credentials. We hope to have a major announcement at the annual meeting (fingers crossed). Read through the other messages in the newsletter. Listen to
all the hard work that is being done to help all of us. The more united we are, the more effective we will be in our
efforts. Volunteer, help out, join or renew your membership.
Again, I hope you all had a wonderful holiday season, and I look forward to seeing you at the conference.
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Not a member of AAC yet?
Become a member today!
Renew now!
Go to www.acucol.com
See “Reasons to Join” under “Acupuncturists”
Receive important legislative updates!
Click on “Receive Legislative Alerts”

Paymen
t
$15.00 pplan available a
t
er mont
h for
1 year

at www.acucol.com

NEVER HAVE TO RENEW AGAIN!

Choose the $15.00 per month option for automatic ongoing payment.
Call the office for details - 303-572-8744
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Cleveland Clinics model of coordinated care, are coming online in 2015. This is experimental and will evolve
gradually, but that’s what makes ACO’s a forum where
we can create opportunities for ourselves. We need to
show up and claim our seat at the table and the more
of us, the better.
If you believe no one does prevention quite like acupuncture, and I’m betting you do, then please step
forward and join us as we build bridges in health care.
How can you help?
1. Volunteer: we’re an efficient board but could use
help. This amounts to an hour of your time every
few weeks in an area that interests you.
2. Join: become a member of the AAC if you’re not
already. We have a new system for automatic payment to make it super simple.
3. Express: we want to hear what you think can or
should be done to protect and uphold our system
medicine? If you want to help speed the process
along, please call (303) 572-8744 or email the AAC
to get in touch.

From the Vice President
Carol Messina Braverman

2014 looks to be an important year for the acupuncture profession, and here’s why.
We’ve seen the results of our medicine and know it has
great value on so many levels. In some states, acupuncture is already a sought-after treatment alongside
conventional medicine. With the implementation of
the ACA (aka Obamacare), our profession has a window
of opportunity, within the state of Colorado, to expand
our patient base, and rare is the person who wouldn’t
want that.

What’s the benefit to you?
1. Community: you get to swap ideas and enact them
with an amazing bunch of practitioners. Important
for good Heart qi :)
2. Giving back: being part of the living tradition that is
eastern medicine is very gratifying.
3. Free NCCAOM CEU credits: volunteering with the
AAC can get you 10 PDA’s for recertification and
while getting you in touch with the people –
potential patients – in your community. Email
PRComm@acucol.com for more information.

Part 1 of the ACA is insurance reform – that’s what all
the back-and-forth has been about.
Part 2 of the ACA is shifting the paradigm of care to
outcomes – where we excel and have a place.
Part 3 of the ACA is a focus on prevention – ACO’s
(Accountable Care Organizations), using the Mayo and
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From the Treasurer

Me: Bethany, can you please tell us what you do, and
what is Modern Woodmen?

By Katie Robinette, L.Ac.

Bethany: Modern Woodmen is a member-owned
fraternal financial services organization. We are notfor-profit, and we specialize in life insurance and investment products.
Me: What is the greatest advantage of having your own
business when it comes to saving for retirement?
Bethany: A SEP IRA is only available for self-employed
people. You can contribute up to 25% of you’re your
income, which is much higher than other retirement
vehicles. It is also a good option because your contribution can be a tax write off, which is helpful when you
are just starting a business. But in my opinion, a Roth
IRA is better.
Me: Why is the Roth IRA better?
Bethany: The downside is that a Roth is not tax write
off, but the benefit is that you pay taxes on it now,
when you are presumably at a lower tax bracket,
instead of paying taxes on it when use the money
during retirement. We will probably pay higher taxes
when we retire, either because we are in a higher tax
bracket, or because taxes are higher in general. You
will probably spend less in taxes on your retirement
account if you pay for them now.

Financial Empowerment Starts Now
Financial planning can be an intimidating topic for
everyone, but especially for the self-employed. Staying
on top of quarterly tax payments and paying student
loans can be difficult enough. We also need to regularly set aside money for retirement. Although we love
being acupuncturists, at some point we will want to retire. In order to do that successfully, we need to know
our own financial situation inside and out. There are
many great books, coaches, advisors, and groups out
there to help you. With support from the right people,
managing money well and saving for the future is an
empowering way of life.

Me: What are some tricks to save money and pay yourself first?
Bethany: Starting a business is no easy task. Set up an
auto transfer into your IRA account. You can transfer
as little as $25 a month. That is $300 a year. That is
less than a dollar a day. Setting up an auto transfer
that you know you can pay each month ensures that
you are always contributing something. Then, look at
your income for the month, and put away extra on the
months you make more.

In his book “Smart Women Finish Rich,” David Bach
promotes the “pay yourself first” principle. What this
means is that, even if you have debt you are paying off,
invest some of your income into your retirement fund
before it goes to bills. He recommends saving 12%
of your income in retirement funds. Where should
we invest this money? To help us begin to navigate
this complex world, I asked Bethany Neumann with
Modern Woodmen for advice.

Me: What is the best way to earn on your investment
without taking much risk?

(Continued on page 6)
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One more thing I would like to mention is the importance of having a wealth mentality. Invest in yourself.
Take courses, hire an advisor, and keep up your membership with the AAC to maximize what is possible for
our profession. Investments bring a return back to you,
and are essential for building wealth.

(Financial Empowerment Continued from page 5)

Bethany: Aside from a savings account with a low interest rate, I often recommend investing in a life insurance
plan that will provide protection for your family, and
also will give you a decent return in the long run that
will add to your retirement portfolio.

Facing your finances honestly can be downright terrifying. Push through, get the help you need, and
know that being financially empowered is well worth
the battle. On that note, take advantage of the aspect
of retirement savings that acupuncturists know best.
Conserving Kidney energy and maintaining a healthy,
energized being is the best gift we can give ourselves.

Me: What has helped you most in creating a successful
business?
Bethany: Building relationships, getting out there and
meeting people has been the best thing I do for my
business. I’m big on positive thinking and the law of attraction. I believe that focusing on making a difference
for others will help you grow your business.

Here are some books to get you started:

Me: How can people contact you if they would like to
learn more?

David Bach Smart Women Finish Rich
Dave Ramsey Total Money Makeover
Napoleon Hill Think and Grow Rich
Thomas Stanley and William Danko The Millionaire Next
Door

Bethany: For a free consultation, and to get advice on
starting a plan, call 720-217-6178, or email Bethany.
neumann@mwarep.org. I’m happy to answer questions.

If you would like more information, contact Katie
Robinette at Treasurer@acucol.com.

Me: Thank you, Bethany

As seen on Chinese zodiac calendar, 2014 is going to be the Year of the Horse. This will begin on
the 31st of January 2014 and will end on the 18th of February in 2015.

Meaning of Year of the Horse 2014

According to the Chinese calendar, when it comes to fortune, 2014 would be a better year for
those people who were born under The Year of the Horse. The previous years on the life of a
Horse might be filled with financial struggles and love life issues, but as for 2014, some things
will change on his life. If the Horse will become financially independent, his money situation will
become better and better. Horses are naturally lucky when it comes to money resources and
career. All that is needed is for him to do is to rightly manage some aspects in his life.
As shown on the Chinese zodiac calendar, 2014 is the year where Horses will be prone to health
issues specifically those conditions that target the lungs. They are more likely be involve on accidents too. To counteract such bad luck, Horses are suggested to donate blood.
As for clothing, the lucky colors to wear this year are purple, blue and grey. To add up luck, you
can wear wooden pendants or beads along with your stylish get ups. Horses lucky numbers are 7,3,2.
Horse people are energetic, intelligent and are commonly physically strong. They like to stay at peaceful places. They are very good when it
comes to communicating with other people around them, thus making them sociable and they are quite friendly too. Horses love crowded
places as well as entertainment. Because of the Horse natural friendly characteristic, he is loved by many.
An individual who is burn under the Year of the Horse loves to be involved on charity events and is always wanting to build his own humanitarian projects. He also likes to venture on career. He does not want to stay working with one company for a long time yet, he will serve his
bosses with all his best. On making life decisions, the Horse could be stubborn yet they also have their own earthy sides.
http://www.chinesenewyearin.com
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The 31st Annual
Acupuncture Association of Colorado
Conference
HEALTHCARE FOR THE FUTURE
The AAC is pleased to announce the schedule for the 2014 Annual Conference to be held
April 26-27 in Boulder, Colorado.

Saturday, April 26

Stephanie Shobar

Community Committee &
Conference Chair

8:00 – 9:00 Registration
9:00 – 10:00 T’ai Chi Qi Gong
We start the day with energizing and meditative therapeutic exercises that benefit the body,
mind and spirit. Novices and advanced practitioners are welcome.
10:15 – 12:00 The State of Acupuncture in Colorado
Threats, Opportunities, and the Path Forward from Expert Views
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 5:00
Ethics

Explore the Yin and Yang of clinical boundaries and leave with increased awareness and practical tools you can use immediately. Earn four ethics OR general required PDAs with this fun class.

Sunday, April 27

8:00 – 9:00
T’ai Chi Qi Gong
Again, we start the day with energizing and meditative therapeutic exercises that benefit the body, mind and spirit. Novices
and advanced practitioners are welcome.
9:00 – 10:00 Acupuncture Association of Colorado Annual Meeting
Learn how your Association Board has been supporting your practice.
10:15 – 1:15 The Affordable Care Act & You: How to Thrive in the New Landscape
Wellness & Prevention is our expertise! It’s time to grab the ring of opportunity.
1:15 – 2:30
Lunch
2:30 – 5:30
Western Herbs for the Chinese Herbalist
Learn Western herbs from a Chinese medical perspective to gain useful knowledge about the Western herbs many patients
utilize.

Please watch your email and snail mail for registration invitations! We will be
offering early bird AND 2-for-1 registrations.

(Continued on page 9)
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(AAC Conference - Continued from page 8)

We are also pleased to introduce you to the conference presenters.

Marilyn Allen

Marilyn will be a panel participant in The State of Acupuncture in Colorado session. She will also be the presenter for The
Affordable Care Act & You: How to Thrive in the New Landscape.
Marilyn is a well-known expert in the fields of practice building, marketing, professional ethics and jurisprudence, and acupuncture medical malpractice. She holds an MS in management and administration from Pepperdine University and teaches
courses in acupuncture practice management and ethics at Pacific College of Oriental Medicine. She is the Public Relations and
Marketing Director for the American Acupuncture Council. She has been editor of Acupuncture Today since 1999. Marilyn is
also a consultant to the California State Board of Acupuncture.

Valerie Hobbs

Valerie will be a panel participant in The State of Acupuncture in Colorado session. For over a decade, Valerie has been an
active legislative advocate for the acupuncture profession in Colorado.
Valerie is the Director of Program Development and a Full Professor at Southwest Acupuncture College in Boulder, Colorado.
She began her career as a midwife and Western Herbalist. She earned her TCM diploma from The Colorado School of Traditional Chinese Medicine in 1995. Valerie has published in the fields of Chinese medicine and Midwifery. She has been a
presenter and educator for the past nineteen years.

William Kaplanidis

William will be leading the morning T’ai Chi/Qi Gong sessions. He will also teach the Ethics class. William is practiced at guiding T’ai Chi/Qi Gong sessions that please both novice and advanced practitioner alike. In his Ethics class, William provides an
experience that attendees describe as, “stimulating, thought provoking, excellent, engaging.”
William has studied and taught T’ai Chi and Qi Gong in the United States and abroad for over 30 years. His formal education
includes a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from Binghamton University, a Master of Arts in Rehabilitation Counseling from New
York University, and a Master of Science from the Pacific College of Oriental Medicine.
William has taught at various colleges and institutions including the Pacific College of Oriental Medicine, Touro College, the
Swedish Institute and the New York Open Center. He has published in the fields of mental health, Chinese medicine and martial arts. William has made numerous television, radio and internet appearances, and provides workshops for corporations,
non-profit agencies and private groups.

Jessica Baker

Jessica will be teaching the Western Herbs for the Chinese Herbalist session. This class explores Western herbs from a Chinese
medical perspective and offers TCM practitioners useful knowledge about the Western herbs many patients utilize.
Jessica studied Western herbal medicine in 1999 at the Dandelion Herbal Center in California. In 2001, she completed a Community Herbalist Certification Program with Christopher Hobbs, L.Ac., in Oregon. She received her Masters Degree in Traditional Chinese Medicine from Five Branches University in Santa Cruz, CA in 2008.
Jessica is NCCAOM certified and a Licensed Acupuncturist in California and Colorado. She is certified as a Medical Qi Gong
Practitioner. She has studied Medical Aromatherapy through the Pacific Institute of Aromatherapy and with Taoist Master
Jeffrey Yuen. She is president of Jade Dragon Acupuncture and has a thriving private practice. Jessica is the co-founder of the
Humboldt Veterans Acupuncture Project, providing free acupuncture treatments to military persons with posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). She is a Continuing Education Provider for acupuncturists and nurses and currently teaches at the Arcata
School of Massage.
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G OLDEN F LOWER
C H I N E S E

H E R B S

Innovative & Traditional Concentrated Chinese Herbal Formulas,
Needles & Clinic Supplies, Books, Charts & Essential Oils for your practice.
Safe. Effective. Quality you can trust.

Great Formulas for the Season*

Five Mushroom Formula (Wu Gu Fang) is a versatile formula which builds immunity, regulates respiration,
transforms phlegm, and supplements wei qi.

Jade Windscreen Formula (Yu Ping Feng San) supplements wei qi and stabilizes the exterior. Can be used
for acute attacks of wind-cold in those too weak to tolerate dispersing formulas.
Fritillaria & Pinellia Formula (Chuan Bei Ban Xia Tang) resolves phlegm-heat in the lungs, directs the qi
downward, and relaxes tightness in the chest. Available in tablets or syrup.

Our line of pediatric formulas includes Children’s Clear and Release, Children’s Clear Lung,
Children’s Jade Defense, Children’s Ear, and our new Agastache Tummy Syrup!

*For a complete description of these and our other formulas, give us a call or visit our website.
Find us on Facebook
www.gfcherbs.com

Toll-Free 1-800-729-8509
Email info@gfcherbs.com
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From the
Public
Relations Chair

If you would like to know more about
marketing supports: “8 no cost strategies to attract new clients,” explore the
video by Acupuncture Media Works @
http://acuperfectmarketing.kajabi.com

Jacqui Strike, L.Ac.

Become a committee member.

To make the most of all public relations
opportunities this year, we need to
expand all subcommittees. All of these
positions are available so volunteer for
any of these committees.

Happy New Year to one and all. As we
get ready to invite the year of the Horse
(Wood) on January 31st, it could be a
good time to plan your strategies to
take advantage of this predicted fastpaced, free-spirited year.
We are all interested in increasing our business so that we
can best serve our clients and offer our amazing services to
possible new clients.

• 9 News Health Fair: improve quality and experience of
Interaction and Education Center booths and manage
volunteers.
• Festivals: seek out and staff events.
• Press: create and post press releases, monitor and respond to current events
• Social Media: manage Facebook, Yahoo groups, and
Linked In.
• AOM Day: create an event.

Here are a few dates to mark on your calendar. These are
particularly auspicious times to reach out to current contacts and gather new contacts.
January 31st – Chinese New Year - horse (Wooden)
March - April – 9 News Health Fair
May 10th - Mother's Day – woman's health focus
June 15th- Father's Day – men's health focus
July – Dragon Boat Festival
September 1st - Labor Day – Grandparents Day – aging
October 24-Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine day –
increase public awareness
November 11th - Veterans Day – PTSD /stress

Please email me as I invite you to become involved in all
public relations @ PRComm@acucol.com
As always, wishing you enthusiasm and exceptional health.
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From the
Committee Chair of
Fundraising

field. I would like
to continue to meet
with as many of
you as I can to build
better communication and to increase
the support of the
AAC towards your
practice. I will be in
Pueblo and Pueblo
West on January
20th and plan to
follow I-25 north to
include:
Colorado Springs, Monument and Castle Rock in
February
Centennial, Lone Tree, Highlands Ranch, Englewood,
and Littleton in March
Denver and Lakewood in May
Boulder, Longmont, and Fort Collins in June
My visits to the Mountains and The Western Slope will
occur in July and August.

Sue West, MA, L.Ac.
Happy New Year to everyone!
I want to thank all of the Board Members and Charissa
Haines for all of the hard work laying the groundwork
for the upcoming year. This year looks to be exciting,
fun, and prosperous!
I would like to thank the members of the Acupuncture
Association of Colorado and our other peer Acupuncturists around the State of Colorado for participating
and getting our first fundraiser, ZENVAULT, off to a
great start. The response has been very good and will
help start the education and advertising process of
the benefits of Acupuncture in our communities. This,
in turn, will help all of us and our practice of Oriental
Medicine. Thank you again, and let’s continue to offer
this program to our patients, friends and families.

I look forward to these visits and encourage your communication, so please contact any member of your
Board at anytime.
An update on the 5K race is forthcoming as details are
still coming together.

I have had the opportunity to talk and meet with a
number of Acupuncturists, not only about fundraising with Zen Vault, but about our medicine as a whole
and how we are coming to the forefront in the medical

I Thank You again for the success we are having with
Zen Vault, and I do look forward to meeting you.

SEE LETTER EXPLAINING ZEN VAULT ON PAGE 14.
SAMPLE LETTER FOR PATIENTS ON PAGE 15.
ZEN VAULT FLIER ON PAGE 16.
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A FUNDRAISING OPPORTUNITY FOR THE AAC
With medical information heading into the technological age, is your practice ready? Do your patients have a way to
keep their medical records accessible and secure? Help the Acupuncture Association of Colorado bring your practice
up to date, secure your patient’s paperwork, and support the same entity that supports your legal right to treat
patients, bill insurance, and grow your practice in Colorado.
The Acupuncture Association of Colorado would like to introduce Zen Vault, a HIPAA compliant vault, supported by
Cloud Technology. We are asking you to inform your patients of Zen Vault as a fundraising opportunity for the AAC.
We have made the process very easy for both you and your patients.
Look at the next two pages of this newsletter Page 15 is an introduction to your patients. Page 16 contains the instructions to sign up and obtain the discount. Zen Vault has generously offered a 20% discount to anyone signing up
and they will donate 50% of the proceeds to the AAC. Please spread the word by printing or emailing out the content
to your patients, friends, and family.
My personal experience in talking with my patients has been very favorable. My patients are impressed with the opportunity to have and handle all of their own and family’s medical records. I am signed up and I hope you will sign
up as well. I am available to answer questions in your office, over the phone, or via email. Send questions to info@
acucol.com. Include the best way to contact you, and I will return your message shortly thereafter.
We appreciate your efforts on this because we need to fund advertising and education concerning Acupuncture and
Oriental Medicine. We continue to promote education at the patient level and the governmental regulation level.
We are here to promote health, wellness, and full practices.
Sincerely,
Sue West MA L.AC
Fundraising Chairperson for the Acupuncture Association of Colorado
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The Acupuncturist Association of Colorado and ZenVault Medical are pleased to announce their
recent partnership and fundraiser for AAC. Acupuncturist Association of Colorado is always striving to
maintain the elite level of service to which our patients are accustomed to receiving. In order to
continue improving this service, we are asking for our patient’s support and providing them with a very
special opportunity at the same time! We have partnered with ZenVault Medical to offer our patients,
their families, and their friends, a 20% discount off ZenVault’s Premium account price of 2.95/mo.
ZenVault Medical is a personal health records vault that allows one to store, maintain, and access their
(and their family’s) medical records at the push of a button. ZenVault’s next generation technology
provides “Always Available” access through smart phones, tablets, or computers and their patent
pending “Zencryption” provides their customers with NSA level security to give them piece of mind.
Having access to your medical records can save you money, time, and possibly your life! 50% of all net
proceeds will go to the Acupuncturist Association of Colorado to increase our advertising and educate
the Public on the benefits of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine. Please help us to spread the word!

To sign up, simply go to www.zenvault.com, click on the Sign Up tab, and make sure to enter
our promo code AAC20 for your 20% discount on a Premium Account! You can also download
ZenVault’s free app from your smart device. We thank you for your support!
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MEDICAL

WWW.ZENVAULTMEDICAL.COM
Your Safe, Secure, and Always Available™ Personal Health Record

Your Medical Records,
When You Need Them
Instant access to medical records can save time
and hassle. In many cases it can save lives.
• A man has a heart attack. How do Emergency
Room doctors get his medical records quickly
so they know about pre-existing conditions that
could influence treatment?
• Mom is sick, and Dad takes the kids to the
pediatrician. It takes him half an hour and three
calls to Mom just to fill out the kids’ medical
history clipboard. Why all this hassle over forms?
• A woman’s elderly mother is sick and a new
doctor wants to run yet another blood panel.
How can they keep lab records handy to avoid
this unneeded discomfort, cost, and hassle?
Your medical records are probably scattered
among a number of medical offices. In an
emergency, hospitals may not have easy access
to them and doctors will have to try risky
“best guess” treatments.
This also causes anxiety as patients or their caregivers struggle to remember dates and names of
past illnesses, injuries, and medications.

ZenVault Medical
The Always Available™ PHR

How is ZenVault Medical
Different?

ZenVault Medical is a cloud-based online Personal
Health Record (PHR) that is safe, secure, and
Always Available™.

Of all the PHR solutions out there, ZenVault
Medical stands out by emphasizing privacy,
security, and reliability.

It is an easy-to-use, private, and reliable way for
you to store your confidential medical records
online, so they are available anytime anywhere,
24/7/365. You can log in to your ZenVault Medical
account on any computer, smartphone, or tablet
computer with Internet access.
ZenVault Medical helps you manage your own
healthcare, helps doctors with diagnosis and
emergency treatment, and gives you control over
your own confidential health records.

Benefits of ZenVault Medical:
• Collects all your records in one secure
and convenient online vault.
• Makes your life-saving medical information
available anytime, anywhere, even during
emergencies.
• Helps you understand and track your
medical conditions.
• Saves you time and hassle in managing
your medical records and medical care.
• Prevents the discomfort, cost, and delays
of duplicate lab tests.
• Helps you and your loved ones get better,
safer, more consistent care from doctors
through instant access to your medical
history.

Why risk your health, your spouse, your kids?

Sign up online and begin today!
MEDICAL

ZenVaultMedical.com
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Privacy
You control your medical records and you control
who sees them. We won’t share your personal
information with anyone, unlike some PHR
providers. Our privacy policy prohibits us from
selling, renting, or giving away your data unless
required by law, so you can trust ZenVault Medical
with your most sensitive medical records.

Security
Patent-pending military-grade Zencryption™
technology scrambles your data so only you will
be able to read or edit it, using your own encryption
key. Not even ZenVault staff can read your
records. During upload and download, your data
is protected by SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
encryption to prevent eavesdropping.

Reliability
ZenVault Medical uses patented Always Available
technology and advanced “cloud computing”
data hosting that provides virtually 100% safety
from outages. Our systems are highly resistant to
disasters and other events that could knock out
an ordinary online service. So as long as you have
Internet access your records are always just a
few clicks away.

Convenience
ZenVault Medical is very flexible and accommodating. Our medical record forms give you over
1,200 data fields and you can enter as much or
as little of your medical information as you want.
We add new features and capabilities regularly,
to help you customize your record the way you
need it.

The Colorado Acupuncturist
Calendar of Events—AAC Members receive a minimum 10% discount for non-AAC sponsored events
Date			

Title/Description					

Contact

April 26-27		

AAC ANNUAL CONFERENCE				

info@acucol.com

To list your event in the SPRING 2014 newsletter, contact Charissa Haines at info@acucol.com

Acupuncture Association of Colorado
4380 Harlan St., Suite 203
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
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